CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

T. 35 N., R. 9 W.

N. F. Survey

County: Tillamook

State: ORE.

Cor. No. 566

566

Describe corner monument found:

Candle 1880 set a BAXIS stone with mound. No witnesses.

I found a well constructed stacked stone mound of ta stones. The principal corner stone is a BAXIS stone.

Describe bearing trees or other official accessories found:

Stone being a sharp peak at the top with no mark. This is a typical characteristic of candle in taking special care in building a substantial rock mound, but not marking his corner stone.

This corner point is on a 60% SW slope about 40 ft.

Describe corner location relative to nearby features, also how to reach corner:

Point is 36 31 ft. west of the TWP corner. Old two blazes are to the east and west.

Moldurms corner is located 183 ft. north and 36 31 ft. west of candle cor.

Leonard Whitmer, Forestry Tech. Timber, Neb 3-11-68

CORNER COR (PERPETUATION)

 Monument: Describe new monument set, or work done to preserve existing monument:

Set a 3" x 3" fir limb post alongside the stone. Put a property and a sign "CANDLE'S COR. POINT" on post.

Accessories: Describe new or witness objects etc. Established, or work done to preserve existing evidence:

Mark a 1/4" fir, N. 64" E. 36.2 ft. slope dist. To face N. 64" E. 36.2 ft.

Leonard Whitmer, W.S. F.S. 1968

Work done by: Leonard Whitmer

State Registration No.

Certified or recorded? Yes No

REMARKS
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